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Research & Analysis
Methodical research uncovers the source of weak
performance. Expert analysis informs the solution.
Objective, considered, cost-effective.

Our systematic research methodology looks beyond the obvious, to identify the
root cause of performance problems. It's comprehensive nature interrogates performance
weaknesses to differentiate between symptom and cause, ensuring correct solution
and effective resource allocation.

How it works

<INSERT HEADING HERE>

With a clear understanding of your objectives, we conduct an in-depth view
of your organisation through one-on-one interviews, focus groups, surveys
and secondary research.

Expert analysis of the
data draws on deep
knowledge and
experience. Solutions
are targeted to specific
objectives.

Independent,
objective research
and analysis ensures
unbiased results.

Our methods are
grounded in performance
improvement theory and
based on proven research
models.

The result is
efficient, effective
performance
improvement.

Performance system approach

Systematic methodology grounded in performance
improvement principles
Research and performance analysis

Solution design

Implementation

Desired level

Understand
business
objectives and
environment

Identify
source of
performance
gaps and
recommend
solution

Gaps

Current level

Design detailed program:
• Communications
• Learning
• Measurement and
feedback
• Rewards and
recognition

• Launch and manage
• Support each phase
• Measure regularly

Evaluate results

Why Achievement Awards Group
Our research methodology and tools have proven success in aiding
identification of performance weakness and creating targeted,
effective solutions.

Food for thought
"If you don’t ask the right questions, you don’t get the right answers.
A question asked in the right way often points to its own answer.
Asking questions is the ABC of diagnosis. Only the inquiring mind
solves problems.”
Edward Hodnett
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